ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
QoS is the performance level of a service offered by the network, in general. Specifically, QoS in voice communications necessitates 1) maintaining a high enough packet delivery ratio (PDR), 2) keeping the packet delay low enough, and 3) minimizing the jitter in packet arrival times. Thus, the goal in QoS provisioning is to achieve a more deterministic network behaviour (i.e., bounded delay, jitter, and PDR) .Actually, flooding, which is the simplest group communication algorithm, is good enough to achieve high PDR provided that the data traffic and/or node density is not very high so that the network is not congested. However, flooding generally is not preferred as a multicast routing protocol due to its excessive use of the available bandwidth. Thus, the second objective of a multicast routing protocol is to utilize the bandwidth efficiently, which is directly related with the number of retransmissions (throughout this paper, the term retransmission is used for relaying) required to deliver generated data packets to all members of a multicast group with a high enough PDR. The third objective of a multicast protocol is to minimize the energy dissipation of the network. Although optimizing the performance of a wireless communication system by incorporating cross-layer design is a tempting choice, several researchers have argued that such a cross-layer design is not the best choice in the long run because it sacrifices modularity and can lead to unintended cross-layer interactions. However, by strictly adhering to a standard layering approach, we may miss out on performance improvements that can be offered through the exploitation of the less restricted cross-layer design space. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a multicasting architecture based on cross-layer design while exercising the utmost caution to avoid unintended cross layer interactions. MC-TRACE inherits its cross-layer architecture from the MH-TRACE architecture. Although there are many protocols for multicasting in mobile ad hoc networks], to the best of our knowledge, there is no single protocol that jointly addresses QoS, spatial reuse efficiency, and total energy dissipation.
RELATED WORK
There are many multicast routing protocols designed for mobile ad hoc networks they can be categorized into two broad categories: tree-based approaches and mesh-based approaches. Treebased approaches create trees originating at the source and terminating at multicast group members with an objective of minimizing a cost function. A multicast protocol for ad hoc wireless networks (AMRIS) constructs a shared delivery tree rooted at one of the nodes, with IDs increasing as they radiate from the source. Local route recovery is made possible due to this property of the IDs, hence, reducing the route discovery time and also confining route recovery overhead to the proximity of the link failure. Mesh-based multicasting is better suited to highly dynamic topologies, simply due to the redundancy associated with this approach.. In mesh-based approaches, there is more than one path between the source and the multicast group members (i.e., a redundant multicast tree). One such mesh-based multicast protocol, On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) , is based on periodic flooding of the network by the source node through control packets to create a multicast mesh. This basic operation is used both to create the initial multicast forwarding state and to maintain the mesh in case of node mobility and other network dynamics. In ODMRP, an active source periodically floods the network with JOIN QUERY control packets. When a node receives a JOIN QUERY packet, it marks the first node it receives the packet from as the upstream node and rebroadcasts the JOIN QUERY packet. When a multicast group member receives a JOIN QUERY packet, it replies back with a JOIN REPLY packet, which is forwarded back to the source node via traversing the reverse path. Each upstream node sets a group forwarding flag for the multicast group indicated in the packet header and becomes a member of the multicast mesh. The forwarding state expires after a predetermined time. The MC-TRACE active multicast backbone is a highly pruned tree. In, an energy efficient multicasting algorithm for wireless networks with fixed transmit power nodes is proposed. In , a passive clustering algorithm, which considers both stability and residual energy of neighbouring nodes when selecting cluster heads and gateways, is proposed. This algorithm significantly reduces routing-related control overhead. The focus of the model is on multicast services in wireless LANs. .
MC-TRACE MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
Multicasting through Time Reservation using Adaptive Control for Energy efficiency (MC-TRACE) is a MAC protocol for energy-efficient real-time data communications In MC-TRACE, the network is partitioned into overlapping clusters through a distributed algorithm. Time is organized into cyclic constant duration super frames ð TSF Þ consisting of several frames. Each cluster head (CH) chooses the least noisy frame to operate within and dynamically changes its frame according to the interference level of the dynamic network. Nodes gain channel access through a dynamically updated and monitored transmission schedule created by the CHs, eliminating packet collisions within the cluster. Collisions with the members of other clusters are also reduced by the CH's selection of the minimal interference frame. Nodes that are scheduled to transmit data send a short IS packet prior to data transmission. The IS packet includes information about the data packet, for example, in an IS slot, the ID of the corresponding upcoming data packet1 is announced so that the nodes that have already received the data packet do not waste energy receiving a previously received data packet. Channel access is automatically renewed by the continuous use of a reserved data slot.
MMC-TRACE ARCHITECTURE
The basic functionalities provided by MC-TRACE are topology control, cluster creation and maintenance, distributed data transmission scheduling, and medium access control. MC-TRACE have the mechanism for routing but lacks error handling and maintenance. MMC-TRACE is an architecture built on MC-TRACE and is capable of multicast routing and error handling. Both the advantages provided by and the restrictions imposed by MC-TRACE on MMC-TRACE are explained
Integration with MH-TRACE
Layer part, where the network layer functionality is tailored according to the MAC layer functionality. The integration principles of MMC-TRACE with MC-TRACE can be itemized as follows:
1. MC-TRACE is designed to provide periodic channel access to a stream of data packets (to provide QoS for streaming media, like real-time voice or video sources). Thus, once channel access is granted to a node, the channel should be utilized for a group of periodic data packets rather than a single data packet; otherwise, the efficiency of the channel access is deteriorated. Furthermore, data slots are designed to host relatively large chunks of data in MMC-TRACE to provide better scheduling, and consequently, better energy efficiency for mobile nodes. If a data slot is used to transmit a control packet, then most of the slot time will be empty and bandwidth will be wasted. The projection of these facts on the design of MMC-TRACE is that the main multicast tree creation and maintenance mechanisms should be carried out through IS packets rather than through independent control packets transmitted in data slots. Hence, it is more efficient to reserve the data slots for data packets and use other mechanisms to transmit control packets.
2. Header packets include the data transmission schedule of the coming frame, which is a common feature of many TDMA-based MAC protocols, including the IEEE 802. 16 . This information can be used by the nodes that receive the header packet to schedule the reception times of the data packets they are interested in. However, in a multihop network, not all nodes will hear the header packet sent by their neighbours' CH, and thus, they will not know when their neighbours are scheduled to transmit. Relaying the schedule packet to two-hop neighbours could be a solution, but this will incur extra overhead. One solution is to have every node that is scheduled to transmit data in the current frame transmit its own schedule prior to data transmission. MH-TRACE provides a framework that can be utilized for this purpose, through the use of the IS slots. The IS packet format is presented.
3. In some cases, network operation necessitates explicit control functionality beyond what can be performed implicitly through data packets. For such cases, control packets are needed. The IS sub frame is the most appropriate portion of the frame in which to transmit such packets, as all the nodes are guaranteed to be awake only during the IS sub frame. The aforementioned integration principles outline both the design limitations imposed and the benefits provided by the underlying MC-TRACE MAC scheme in MMC-TRACE.
Overview
There are five basic building blocks in MMC-TRACE as follows: 
ROUTE DICOVERY:
A source node initiates a session by broadcasting packets to its one-hop neighbours. Nodes that receive a data packet contend for channel access, and the ones that obtain channel access retransmit the data they received. Eventually, the data packets are received by all the nodes in the network, possibly multiple times. Each retransmitting node acknowledges its upstream node by announcing the ID of its upstream node in its IS packet, which precedes its data packet transmission. Such a scenario can be better understood by considering the network branch formed by nodes S, 1, 2, M1, and 3 in Fig . The contents of the IS packets for this network branch are illustrated in Fig. 2a . The source node announces its own ID as its upstream node ID. Initially, all retransmitting nodes announce the null ID as their downstream node ID. However, when an upstream node is acknowledged by a downstream node, the node updates its downstream node ID by the ID of this node. The leaf nodes (i.e., nodes that do not have any downstream nodes that are acknowledging them as upstream nodes) continue to announce the null ID as their downstream node ID. At this point, some of the nodes have multiple upstream nodes (i.e., multiple nodes that have lower hop distance to the source than the current node) and downstream nodes (i.e., multiple downstream nodes acknowledging the same upstream node as their upstream node). A node updates its own HDTS by incrementing the least HDTS it hears within THDTS1 time. The initial HDTS value is set to HDTSMAX, and the HDTS value is again set to HDTSMAX if a node does not receive any IS or data packets for more than THDTS2 time (THDTS2 > THDTS1). Multicast group member nodes indicate their status by announcing their multicast group ID in the IS packet.
ROUTE ALLOCATION
A node that is not a multicast relay also ceases to retransmit data if it does not receive an ACK3 from any downstream node. After the initial flooding, all the nodes receive the data packets and they determine their upstream and downstream nodes. Multicast relays are also determined. Nodes 1, 2, and M1 along with S are multicast relays. However, nodes 12, 13, 14, and 15 are not multicast relays because there is no multicast group member connected to that branch of the network (as described in the previous section, node 3 is also not a multicast relay). Node 15 will cease retransmitting the packets that it receives from its upstream node 14 TRLY time after its first retransmission of data because no node is acknowledging its data transmissions. However, until that time, node 15 acknowledges its upstream node, which is node 14. Some of the multicast group members are not multicast relays. The left panel of Fig. 2c illustrates such a situation. Multicast node (node M3) is a multicast relay, as indicated by the two-way arrows; whereas nodes M4, M6, and M7 are not multicast relays-they just receive packets from the upstream node (node 17). Hence, nodes M4, M6, and M7 do not acknowledge node 17 (node 17 is acknowledged by node M3). Note that any node can acknowledge only one upstream and one downstream node with a single IS packet. When node M3 moves away from node 17's transmit range and enters node 16's transmit range, it either begins to acknowledge node 16 as its upstream node if the transition happens in less than TRLY time (i.e., node M3's multicast relay status does not expire before TRLY time), or node M3 just receives the data packets from node 16 without acknowledging node 16 if node M3's transition takes more than TRLY time. In any case, node 17 does not receive any ACK from node M3 for TACK time and starts to set its downstream node ID as the null ID. However, node 17 does not cease retransmitting data packets that it receives from its upstream node (node 16) instantly because a multicast relay does not reset its status for TRLY ð TRLY > TACKÞ time, and thus, continues to retransmit data packets. Although none of the other multicast nodes acknowledge any node, they monitor their upstream node through IS and data packets. .
ROUTE MAINTAINENCE:
When the upstream node of one or multiple multicast group member node(s) announces the null ID as its downstream node ID, the multicast nodes (nodes M4, M6, and M7) start to acknowledge the upstream node by announcing the ID of the upstream node (node 17) in their IS packets. Thus, node 17 continues to be a multicast relay and one of the downstream multicast nodes (node M4 in this scenario) becomes a multicast relay after receiving a downstream ACK from its upstream node (node 17) acknowledges node M4 by a downstream ACK because it is the first node that acknowledges node 17 by an upstream ACK-the other multicast nodes' ACKs are received by node 17 later than the ACK of node M4). Observe that nodes M4, M6, and M7 form a redundant passive outer mesh for the tree branch. The RTM mechanism does not necessarily create a new branch, yet it prevents an existing branch from collapsing. However, there are situations where new branches should be incorporated into the tree.
ROUTE ERROR HANDLING:
After a node marks itself as a multicast relay, it continuously monitors its upstream node to detect a possible link break between itself and its upstream multicast relay node, which manifests itself as an interruption of the data flow without any prior notification. If such a link break is detected, the downstream node uses the RPB mechanism to fix the broken link. Fig.. illustrates an example of a network topology, where a branch of the multicast tree is broken due to the mobility of a multicast relay and then fixed by the REH mechanism. The left panel of Fig. 4d shows a multicast tree formed by the source node, node S, multicast relay nodes, nodes 18 and 19, and the multicast group node, node M5, which is a multicast relay as well. Nodes 20, 21, and 22 are neither multicast relay nodes nor multicast group members; however, they receive the IS packets from nodes 18, 19, and M5 (i.e., nodes 20, 21, and 22 are in the receive ranges of all the three nodes). After some time, as illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 4d , node 19 moves away from its original position and nodes 18 and 19 cannot hear each other; thus, the multicast tree is broken. However, nodes 19, 20, 21, 22 , and M5 can hear each other, temporarily.
ROUTE CREATION:
It is possible that due to the dynamics of the network (e.g., mobility, unequal interference), a complete branch of a multicast tree can become inactive, and the leaf multicast group member node cannot receive data packets from the source node. Fig. illustrates a network with one active branch, composed of nodes S, 1, 2, and M1, and one inactive branch, composed of nodes 4, 5, 6, and M2 (assume that nodes 23, 24, and 25 are passive nodes and they are pruned down after IFL). The double arrows indicate an active link with upstream and downstream ACKs. Dashed lines indicate an inactive link. The numbers below the nodes show their HDTS, which are acquired during previous data transmissions. One situation that can create such inactivity is that the upstream ACKs of node 77 and node M2 are colliding and node 6 cannot receive any downstream ACK. Thus, node 6 ceases to relay packets, which eventually results in silencing all the upstream nodes up to the source (i.e., if node 6 does not get any downstream ACKs, it ceases acknowledging its upstream node, node 5, after TRLY time, which results in the silencing of node 5 in 2TRLY time and node 4 in 3TRLY time). If a multicast group member, node M2 in this scenario, detects an interruption in the data flow for TCRB time, it switches to Create Branch status and announces this information via a RTM packet. Note that such a node first tries repairing the branch through the RTM mechanism, and it will use the RTM mechanism only if the RTM mechanism fails to fix the interruption of data flow for TCRB time. A RTM packet is transmitted by using one of the empty IS slots, which is chosen randomly. Upon receiving a RTM packet, all nodes in the receive range of the transmitting node switch to RTC status if their own HDTS is less than or equal to the HDTS of the sender (e.g., node 6, which has an HDTS of three, switches to RTC status; however, node 9, which has an HDTS of 5, does not). When a node switches to RTC mode, it starts to relay the data packets if it has data packets for the desired multicast group. If it does not have the desired data packets, it propagates the RTC request by broadcasting a RTC packet to its one-hop neighbours. This procedure continues until a node with the desired data packets is found The RTC mechanism is the last resort to fix a broken tree branch because 1) it takes more time to recognize such a significant collapse in the multicast tree and activate the RTC mechanism and 2) it requires more resources in terms of bandwidth and energy to fix (or in some cases, recreate) such tree breakages. Nevertheless, the other mechanisms are capable of creating, maintaining, and repairing the multicast tree without the use of the CRB mechanism in the majority of the situations. Hence, RTC is an infrequently utilized mechanism when compared to the other mechanisms, yet without it, MMC-TRACE is not a complete multicast protocol and cannot cope with network dynamics efficiently.
SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS:
We explored the QoS and energy dissipation characteristics of MMC-TRACE and MC-TRACE through extensive ns _ 2 simulations. The ns _ 2 MC-TRACE code provided by the ns _ 2 Monarch wireless extensions. We have chosen MC-TRACE as the multicast protocol to compare with MC-TRACE because 1) MC-TRACE is a well-known multicast protocol for ad hoc networks, 2) There are many studies that compare OMC-TRACE against other group communication (multicast/broadcast) protocols, and therefore, it is possible to compare the performance of MMC-TRACE with many other protocols by benchmarking against MC-TRACE, and 3) we want to show that it is possible to reach the QoS level provided by a general purpose architecture (MC-TRACE) for voice communications with an energy conserving multicast architecture (MMC-TRACE).
The voice packet generation rate is set to 32.0 ms, and the voice packet drop threshold (the maximum allowed lifetime of a voice packet) is set to 160.0 ms . Furthermore, we used another packet drop threshold for the packets at the source (T drop -source ¼ 32:0 ms) for avoiding delay accumulation at the source.
The following graphs are resulted as the simulation results viz., as follows 1.Energy Dissipation 2.Delay 3.Packet Delivery Ratio As a first result we describe about the Energy Dissipation factor occurs in MANETs. While forming a Mobile Ad-Hoc Network there are various node which are spread over a wide area. So there will be exactly a source node and remaining as destinations. So here a packet from one node is send to another they form a path and travel that particular path. So in case of failure of one path the packets are travelled through another alternative path. While doing so the previous path remains active but their activation takes energy to be wasted. So here we implement the concept of switching the node to sleep mode by means of which the waste of energy is conserved .So in the following graph we represent a enough difference between the MMC-TRACE and MC-TRACE by means of graphical representation. The x-axis and y-axis are taken as time and average energy respectively. For a small scale integration we take the time factor to be represented in milliseconds (ms) and the energy factor as Joules(J).Joules is a universal standard for representing energy and here the amount of energy conserved is considerably low. For a peculiar difference here MC-TRACE is represented as red plots and MMC-TRACE as green plots. Thus by means of graphical proofs MMC-TRACE is more energy efficient compared to MC-TRACE In this section we describe about the delay factor taken place during the transmission of packets. As a general concept the data's from one node to another node are travelled by means of small packets as per the capacity of the route. While doing so the 1st packet reaching the destination node must immediately send the acknowledgement to alarm the source to send the next packet. The time taken for the acknowledgement to reach the source is the factor called as delay. So delay could be reduce by reducing the interferences across the route node and making one node for one particular purpose. By means of which work maintained faster and this too involved in the energy conservation. Now the graphical representation denotes the comparison graphs between MMC-TRACE and MC-TRACE. The x-axis and y-axis terms are taken as time and delay respectively. The differences are made by plotting with different colours .i.e. MMC-TRACE with green colour and MC-TRACE with red colour. Here the timing factor is represented in milliseconds(ms).Finally the difference graph states that MMC-TRACE have less delay compared to MC-TRACE.A common term that delay is taken a value with multiple of 10^-3 because delay always remains low for a particular packet and they have its maximum state only during system hang up. Third result of the simulation is considered to be Packet Delivery Ratio (pdr).And the following section briefly explains about pdr .As per the following representation graphs the difference graphs are drawn between MMC-TRACE and MC-TRACE and the colour representations as green and red respectively. As a general concept pdr means the overall ratio of the packets delivered to the particular destination. So by means of which a ratio is calculated. These values are plotted in a same graph for different values of MMC-TRACE and MC-TRACE with various representation. So the x and y terms are taken as time and pdr .Here the representations are made as milliseconds(ms) for time and no. of packets respect to pdr. The final statement states that the pdr level of MMC-TRACE is higher than MC-TRACE. So the time taken remains less and the energy factor is reduced. Do to this the Bandwidth efficiency is achieved. By means of all parameters a competitive Quality of Service is achieved.
CONCLUSIONS
We have compared the performance of MMC-TRACE with MC-TRACE in terms of packet delivery ratio, delay, and energy dissipation through ns-2 simulations. The packet delay of MMC-TRACE is lesser than MC-TRACE for low data rate with low node density. But for high data rate with high node density for larger multicast group sizes, MMC-TRACE delay exceeds MC-TRACE due to high congestion in the network. On the other hand, packet delivery ratio is higher than MC-TRACE at all data points. As the delay and packet delivery ratio are important metrics in real-time data QoS, from the above results it can be concluded that the competitive QoS performance has been provided with MMC-TRACE. It is a tree-based approach, yet it can preserve the tree branches in high mobility because it can detect broken tree branches rapidly, and with the support from the passively participating neighbouring nodes around the active branches, repair the broken links, mostly, locally. Thus, the well-known branch breakage vulnerability of tree-based multicast approaches in highly dynamic scenarios is alleviated by incorporating the passive condensed mesh concept into the tree-based multicasting.
